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Abstract
Inference after model selection has been an active research topic in the past few years, with numer-
ous works offering different approaches to addressing the problems associated with the reuse of data. In
particular, major progress has been made recently on large and useful classes of problems by harnessing
general theory of hypothesis testing in exponential families, but these methods have their limitations.
Perhaps most immediate is the gap between theory and practice: implementing the exact theoretical pre-
scription in realistic situations—for example, when new data arrives and inference needs to be adjusted
accordingly—may turn out to be a prohibitive task.
In this paper we develop methods for carrying out inference conditional on selection, which are more
flexible in the sense that they naturally accommodate different models for the data, instead of requiring
a case-by-case treatment. Our methods come at the price of offering only approximate inference, but we
provide both theory and simulation examples to show that our specific approximation has competitive
performance.
1 Introduction
Any meaningful statistical problem consists of a model and a set of matching parameters for which deci-
sions are required. In the classical, “textbook” paradigm, the model and this set of target parameters are
assumed to be chosen independently of the data subsequently used for statistical inference (e.g., estimating
the parameters). In practice, however, more often than not, data analysts examine some aspect of the data
before deciding on a model and/or the target parameters. For example, in fitting a simple regression model,
a plot of the data might help the analyst decide whether to model the relationship between the response and
the explanatory variable as linear or nonlinear; in fitting multiple linear regression, one might decide to dis-
card variables with large p-values and re-fit the smaller model before reporting any findings; and in multiple
hypothesis testing, the analyst might be tempted to report confidence intervals only for rejected nulls.
Of course, ignoring such form of adaptivity in choosing the model and/or the target parameters, may
result in the loss of inferential guarantees and lead to flawed conclusions. Still, most would agree that in-
structing the analyst to avoid such exploration of the data altogether, is not only impractical, but also not
recommended. This realization on the one hand, and a serious concern about a replication problem in sci-
ence on the other hand, have elicited an effort in the statistical community to develop tools for selective
inference. In general, such tools allow to take into account the fact that the same data used to select target
parameters, is used when providing inference, thus attempting to restore validity of inference post selection.
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This includes bias-reducing methods based on an extended definition of Uniform Minimum-Variance Unbi-
ased estimation (Robbins, 1988), Bayesian approaches (Efron, 2011) and bootstrapping (Simon and Simon,
2013); as well as methods that work by performing simultaneous inference (Berk et al., 2013). Recently,
tools from information theory (Russo and Zou, 2015) and Differential Privacy (Dwork et al., 2014, 2015)
have also been proposed to quantify and control the effect of selection.
Another common approach is to condition on selection, namely, base inference on the likelihood of the
observed data when truncated to the set of all realizations that would result in the analyst posing the same
question. A conditional approach has been pursued by several authors that addressed selective inference
in so-called large-scale inference problems (Efron, 2012). Underlying such problems is a sequence model,
where each observation corresponds to a single parameter, and the parameters are typically not assumed to
have any relationship with one another. Conditional inference for the effects corresponding to the K largest
statistics in the sequence model was proposed in Reid et al. (2014). Zo¨llner and Pritchard (2007) and Zhong
and Prentice (2008) suggested point estimators and confidence intervals for the parameter of a univariate
gaussian distribution conditional on exceeding a fixed threshold, in the context of genome-wide association
studies; Weinstein et al. (2013) constructed confidence intervals, and Benjamini and Meir (2014) explored
point estimators, for the univariate truncated gaussian problem with a more flexible (random) choice of
cutoff; Yekutieli (2012) proposed to base inference on the truncated likelihood while incorporating a prior
on the parameters; and Simonsohn et al. (2014) proposed a frequentist method to assess effect sizes from
the distribution of the p-values corresponding to only the selected.
More recently, the practicability of the conditional approach has been extended considerably from the
sequence model to the realm of linear models and GLMs (Lee et al., 2016; Taylor et al., 2013, 2014; Lee
and Taylor, 2014; Fithian et al., 2014; Tian et al., 2018, among others). In these works the selection protocol
is assumed to partition the sample space into polyhedral (or at least convex) sets, fitting many popular ‘auto-
matic’ model selection procedures such as marginal screening, Lasso, forward-selection etc. The techniques
developed in that line of work have practical importance as they allow to carry out exact inference after
model selection, which is one of the most popular situations where the problem of selective inference arises.
At the core of these new contributions is the realization, first made in Lee et al. (2016), that when inference
for the projection of the mean vector of Y (in a fixed-X homoscedastic, gaussian linear model with known
σ) onto a one-dimensional subspace is desired, then conditioning further on the projection of Y onto the
orthogonal complement of this subspace, reduces the problem to inference for a univariate truncated normal
variable, the distribution of which depending only on the (scalar) parameter of interest.
The polyhedral lemma of Lee et al. (2016) was indeed a significant step forward, because it made feasible
exact inference after variable selection in the gaussian regression case, for many popular variable selection
rules. However, this method has several limitations:
1. The methods of Lee et al. (2016) lose their effectiveness once new data arrives and is to be incorpo-
rated. Indeed, data carving (Fithian et al., 2014) can be seen as a form of selective inference involving
randomization of the data, and the polyhedral lemma is not well suited for randomization, in the sense
that applying the same principles will in that case not result in a truncated univariate distribution.
2. The methods of Lee et al. (2016) have been criticized for yielding confidence intervals that are ex-
cessively long (in some cases), see Kivaranovic and Leeb (2018). This problem can be rectified, for
example, by excluding a small random portion of the data when performing selection (so that this part
is used only in the inference stage). This effectively brings us back to the previous item.
3. Depending on the model chosen by the statistician for inference, it is not always “optimal” to condition
on the projection onto the orthogonal complement of the relevant subspace: the general theory in
Fithian et al. (2014) says that in order to obtain a Uniformly Most Powerful Unbiased (UMPU) test,
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one should condition on less if inference is given under the “saturated model”. This means that the
resulting (conditional) distribution is no longer a univariate truncated normal, again bringing us back
to the first point in this list, and somewhat defeating the purpose of the polyhedral lemma.
4. The polyhedral lemma enables inference for linear projections of the mean vector onto one-dimensional
subspaces, not for general functions of the mean. Thus, inference for a nonlinear function of the mean,
for example, or constructing non-rectangular confidence regions, is not addressed by the methods of
Lee et al. (2016).
In the current paper we address the limitations related to the polyhedral lemma, by offering an approach
that works directly with a full selective likelihood function. While the flavor is frequentist, in our framework
we incorporate a prior on the parameters of the (adaptively) chosen model, which allows us to give inference
for general functions of the parameter vector by integrating out nuisance parameters. This contrasts with
the strictly frequentist, classical approach of Fithian et al. (2014), which deals with nuisance parameters
by conditioning them out. By adopting formally a Bayesian approach, we are able to exploit other usual
advantages of the Bayesian machinery. For example, because we provide a tool to obtain samples from
the (approximate) posterior distribution, we can trivially give inference for arbitrary functions of the model
parameters, which is not true for the frequentist methods of Lee et al. (2016). Because our methods are
amenable to randomization, we can handle data carving naturally, and in that sense offer considerably
more flexibility as compared to the methods of Lee et al. (2016). Our main contribution is a tractable
approximation to the full truncated likelihood function, which allows to overcome serious computational
objections. Thus, much of our effort is focused on motivating the approximation and especially to proving
that it enjoys various desirable properties. Specifically, our main technical results establish that, under our
randomization framework, the proposed approximation:
• is consistent for the exact selection probability, see Theorem 3.1.
• leads to consistency of the approximate posterior distribution in the sense of Theorem 4.5.
• from a computational perspective, it presents a convex optimization problem when solving for the
approximate posterior mode, see Theorem 4.6.
To emphasize the utility of the proposed methods, in our framework we divide the data into two parts,
where selection operates on the first part only. The second, held-out portion, is reserved for inference
after selection. By preventing the statistician from using the held-out portion of the data for selection,
this scheme ensures that there is enough leftover information (Fithian et al., 2014) after selection, thereby
allowing to give more “powerful” inference, for example, to construct shorter confidence intervals. We view
this paradigm as providing more flexibility to the researcher: in almost any field of science, the researcher
begins with an initial data set which he might use for selection and (post-selection) inference, but usually
further observations are made available at a future point in time—either because the researcher decided to
collect more data after seeing the outcome of the initial analysis, or simply because another data set comes
in later on. At this point the researcher is faced with the question of how to combine the two data sets to
provide inference for parameters selected based only on the first data set. As was already pointed out in
Fithian et al. (2014), this situation can be (trivially) cast into the selective inference framework, where the
data is the augmented set of observations, and selection “so happens” to operate on only part of the data (see
the simple Example 4 in Fithian et al., 2014). In other words, the optimal thing to do is base inference on
both the initial and the follow-up parts of the data, while taking into account the fact that selection affects the
distribution in the first part. Fithian et al. (2014) called this data carving; our (Bayesian) methods naturally
implement the principles of data carving, through the updating of the prior distribution by the truncated
likelihood.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our framework for providing inference
after selection, and presents a selection-adjusted likelihood. In Section 3, which includes the main technical
novelty, we develop an approximation to this likelihood, provide supporting analysis, and demonstrate its
usefulness in a simulation. We treat point estimation separately in Section 4, proving favorable properties
of the approximate maximum a-posteriori estimator. Computational details for implementing our methods
are provided in Section 6, and Section 7 concludes with a discussion. Proofs are generally deferred to the
Appendix.
2 Setup
We begin with describing a framework which we believe reflects a realistic data analysis process. Let
(x(i), Y (i)) ∼ P, i = 1, ..., n (1)
where x(i) = (X(i)1 , ..., X
(i)
p )′ ∈ Rp and Y (i) ∈ R, and where P is an unknown joint distribution. The
statistician has access first only to a subset {(x(i), Y (i)) : i ∈ S}, S ( {1, ..., n}, which we will refer to as
the “original data” (S is predetermined); this part of the data may be explored for selection. The remaining
part, {(x(i), Y (i)) : i ∈ Sc}, the “confirmatory data”, may be used for providing inference for the selected
parameters, but not for selection.
As usual, X is the n-by-p matrix with i-th row x(i)′, and y = (Y (1), ..., Y (n))′ ∈ Rn. We denote by
XS the n1-by-p matrix, and by yS the n1-vector, extracting elements corresponding to the subset S, where
n1 ≡ |S|. In general, a selection rule is a mapping (XS ,yS) 7→ (P̂, Ê), associating possible realizations
of the “original data” to a pair consisting of a model P̂—a collection of distributions to which P will be
assumed to belong—and a subset Ê ⊂ {1, ..., p} that indicates which variables inference will be given for.
The hat notation in (P̂, Ê) is meant to emphasize that this pair is random. Although the methods we suggest
in the sequel are much more broadly applicable (see remarks in Section 3), our focus in this article will be
on selection with the Lasso. Thus, from now on we consider
Ê = {j : β̂λj 6= 0}, (2)
where β̂λ is the solution to
minimize
β∈Rp
1
2
√
nρ
∥∥∥yS −XSβ∥∥∥2
2
+ λ‖β‖1, (3)
and ρ = n1/n. In general, (P̂, Ê) partitions the sample space of (XS ,yS) to finer sets than Ê, but we
assume hereon that with each subset E there is a pre-associated model P , so that {(P̂, Ê) = (P, E)}
is equivalent to {Ê = E}. While the general prescription would now entail conditioning on the event
{Ê = E}, as in Lee et al. (2016) we in fact condition on the more specific event{(
Ê, ŜE
)
=
(
E, sE
)}
, (4)
where ŜE = sgn(β̂λj ). This refinement is important for obtaining a convex truncation region, which is
needed for our methods to be applicable.
As in Berk et al. (2013), the object of inference is the best linear predictor in xE ≡ (Xj : j ∈ E)′,
θE = argmin
θ∈R|E|
EP (Y − xE ′θ)2 = [EP (xExE ′)]−1EP (Y xE). (5)
If P consists of distributions such that EP (Y |xE) = xE ′βE , then θE = βE ; but θE is a well defined param-
eter also when the model is not linear. Without selection, one could proceed with a model-free approach as
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suggested in Buja et al. (2015), namely, provide asymptotic inference based on the least squares estimator
with respect to E,
θ̂E = (XE ′XE)−1XE ′y. (6)
With Lasso selection, the theory is more involved, as we describe next. In principle, the conditional
approach calls for inference based on the distribution of (X,y) truncated to the event (4), remembering that
this event involves only (XS ,yS). While the Lasso selection event cannot be framed in terms of θ̂E alone
(if this were the case, we could have worked simply with the truncated distribution of θ̂E), we can write it
in a fairly compact form. Thus, let
√
nTn ≡
( √
nθ̂E√
nN−E
)
≡
 √nθ̂E1√
n
XT−E
(
y −XE θ̂E
) (7)
where θ̂E is given in (6), and where X−E is the matrix obtained from X by deleting the columns with
indices in E. As pointed out in Fithian et al. (2014), data splitting is a form of randomization. Accordingly,
the plan is now to explicitly represent the selection event (4), which involves the non-randomized (XS ,yS),
as an event in terms of Tn (which involves X and y) and a randomization term; that representation will
be central to the development of the new methods of Section 3. Markovic and Taylor (2016) note that the
carved objective in (3) can be rewritten as
1
2
√
n
∥∥∥y −Xβ∥∥∥2
2
−
{
− 1
2
√
nρ
∥∥∥yS −XSβ∥∥∥2
2
+
1
2
√
n
∥∥∥y −Xβ∥∥∥2
2
}
+ λ‖β‖1,
where the difference (‖yS −XSβ‖22/2
√
nρ−‖y−Xβ‖22/2
√
n) can be viewed as perturbing the canonical
optimization of the Lasso. The above observation allows identification of an explicit form of a randomization
term, defined in Markovic and Taylor (2016) as
Ωn =
∂
∂β
{
− 1
2
√
nρ
∥∥∥yS −XSβ∥∥∥2
2
+
1
2
√
n
∥∥∥y −Xβ∥∥∥2
2
} ∣∣∣
β=βˆλE
. (8)
That Ωn can indeed be treated as a randomization term, is verified by the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. Denote µn ≡ E(Tn). The distribution of(√
n (Tn − µn)
Ωn
)
∈ R2p
is asymptotically normal with mean zero and covariance
Σ =
[
ΣP 0
0 ΣG
]
,
where ΣP and ΣG are p× p matrices.
Finally, the next proposition shows that the selection event can essentially be re-written as an intersection
of half-spaces in terms of (
√
nTn,Ωn).
Proposition 2.2. The event
(
Ê, ŜE
)
=
(
E, sE
)
is equivalent to
AE
√
nTn + BEΩn + op(1) < bE , (9)
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where
AE =
−diag(sE) 00 I
0 −I
 , BE =
−diag(sE)Q−1 0−CQ−1 I
CQ−1 −I
 , bE = λ
 −diag(sE)Q−1sE1−CQ−1diag(sE)
1 + CQ−1diag(sE)
 ; (10)
and Q = EP (XTEXE/n), C = EP (XT−EXE/n).
Ignoring the op(1) term, we are now ready to introduce an adjusted likelihood,
pµn,Σ(θ̂
E , n−E , ωn)
Pµn,Σ(AE
√
nTn + BEΩn < bE)
1{AE
√
n(θ̂E ,n−E)T+BEωn<bE},
which is just the uncorrected likelihood of (Tn,Ωn) at (θ̂E , n−E , ωn) truncated to the selection event. By
integrating out ωn, we obtain the asymptotic truncated distribution of Tn at tn = (θ̂E , n−E)′ as
exp(−n(tn − µn)′Σ−1P (tn − µn)/2)
Pµn,Σ(AE
√
nTn + BEΩn < bE)
∫
{ωn:AE
√
ntn+BEωn≤bE}
exp(−ωTnΣ−1G ωn/2)dωn. (11)
Now if we choose to work with the family of linear models
P̂ = {P : EP (Y |xE) = xE ′βE , EP ((Y − EP (Y |xE))2|xE) = σ2}, (12)
then it is easy to check that θ̂E and N−E are uncorrelated and that the asymptotic distribution of
√
nN−E
does not depend on βE ; see Proposition 8.1 in the Appendix. In this case, further marginalizing over N−E ,
the truncated likelihood in (11) reduces to
exp(−n(βˆE − βE)′Q(βˆE − βE)/2σ2)
PβE ,Σ(AE
√
nTn + BEΩn < bE)
, (13)
where we replaced notationally θE with βE and θ̂E with βˆE to indicate that we are in the linear model
case, and where we neglected constants with respect to βE . In the sequel, we provide inference for βE
assuming that P is in the family (12), and refer to (13) as the selection-adjusted likelihood, borrowing the
term from Yekutieli (2012). We emphasize at this point that one could in principle proceed in a model-free
fashion and use the more general form (11) of the selection-adjusted likelihood, and we do provide details
in Section 3 for carrying out inference in that setting. Specifically, the methods suggested in the next section
for approximating the denominator in the selection-adjusted likelihood, apply also in the model-free case.
Finally, we now incorporate a prior
βE ∼ pi (14)
and provide inference for βE based on the selection-adjusted posterior,
piS(β
E |β̂E) ∝ pi(βE) · exp(−n(βˆ
E − βE)′Q(βˆE − βE)/2σ2)
PΣ(AE
√
nTn + BEΩn < bE |βE) , (15)
We will just remark here that we could have instead included pi in P , resulting in a collection P of joint
distributions for (Y, x, βE). Hence, taking a perspective in which the prior is decided upon only after
selection, is consistent with the idea of choosing a model after selection (in other words, if one is willing to
accept the idea of specifying P after selection, the there should be no reason to object to doing the same for
pi).
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3 Approximations to the selection-adjusted likelihood
To be able to put the Bayesian machinery to work, an immediate challenge that presents itself is evaluating
the selection-adjusted likelihood in (15) as a function of βE . The difficulty is in computing the adjustment
factor
PΣ(AE
√
nTn + BEΩn < b
E |βEn ), (16)
which appears in the denominator, as a function of βEn . In this section, we use β
E
n to denote the unknown
parameter to make explicit its dependence on n. Furthermore, we assume without loss of generality that
the conditional variance term σ2 = EP ((Y − EP (Y |xE))2|xE) = 1. Indeed, if σ2 6= 1, we can put K =
{(t, ω) : AE
√
nt+BEω ≤ bE/σ} and compute the probability with respect to the law of (
√
nTn/σ,Ωn/σ).
Since (16) in general does not have a closed form, we will propose a computationally tractable approxi-
mation of the adjustment factor. The following theorem is a moderate deviations-type of result to obtain the
limiting value of the Gaussian probability of a polyhedral region, and provides motivation for our approx-
imation. The reader is referred to Borovkov and Mogul’skii (1978) and De Acosta (1992) for more details
on this topic.
Theorem 3.1. Let (x(i), Y (i)) ∼ P, i = 1, ..., n be i.i.d. pairs such that EP (Y |xE) = xE ′βEn and
√
nβEn =
nδβ¯ for some vector β¯ ∈ RE (a constant, not depending on n), where δ ∈ (0, 1/2). Defining Wn through
Ωn ≡
√
nWn, let the vector
√
n(βˆE − βEn , N−E ,Wn) have exponential moments:
EP [exp(α‖
√
nβˆE‖+ η‖√nN−E‖+ γ‖
√
nWn‖)] <∞, for all (α, η, γ) ∈ R3+.
Then, denotingHn = {(b, η, w) : AE(b, η)T + BEw < n−δbE}, we have
lim
n
1
n2δ
logPΣ(AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E |βEn ) + inf
(b,η,w)∈Hn
(b− β¯)TQ(b− β¯)
2
+
ηTNη
2
+
wTΣ−1G w
2
= 0
(17)
where the optimization variables (b, η, w) ∈ RE × Rp−|E| × Rp.
Theorem 3.1 suggests using the negative of the second term in (17) as an approximation in computing
the log-probability of the selection region in (16), whenever
√
n(Tn,Wn) satisfies a central limit property
and has exponential moments. In fact, the polyhedron can be more generally replaced with any open and
convex subset of K ⊂ R2p. As remarked in the previous section, the approximation in Theorem 3.1 is by no
means limited to the family of linear models in (12); we provide a model-free version of the approximation
for the log-selection probability (11) in Theorem 8.2 of Appendix 8.2.
In practice, to obtain an approximation, we solve an unconstrained version of this optimization problem,
as we describe next. First we introduce a change of variable for the optimization arguments, which simplifies
the constraints in the LHS of (17) considerably.
Proposition 3.2. For 0 < δ < 1/2 and for a sequence of parameters βn parametrized as
√
nβEn = n
δβ¯,
and E denoting the active set from solving (3), define a change of variable ω 7→ o through
nδw = nδPE
(
b
η
)
+ nδQEo+ rE , (18)
where PE = −
[
Q 0
C I
]
, QE =
[
Q 0
C I
]
, rE =
(
λsE
0
)
.
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Then, minimizing n2δ · inf
(b,η,w)∈Hn
{
(b− β¯)TQ(b− β¯)/2 + ηTNη/2 + wTΣ−1G w/2
}
is equivalent to min-
imizing
n2δ · inf
{(b,η,o)∈R2p:o∈On}
{
(b− β¯)TQ(b− β¯)/2 + ηTNη/2
+
(
PE
(
b
η
)
+QEo+ rE/n
δ
)T
Σ−1G
(
PE
(
b
η
)
+QEo+ rE/n
δ
)/
2
}
, (19)
where the constraints in the two objectives are given respectively by
Hn =
{
(b, η, w) ∈ R2p : AE
(
b
η
)
+ BEw ≤ n−δbE
}
;On = {o ∈ Rp : sgn(nδoE) = sE , ‖nδo−E‖∞ ≤ λ}.
Note that in the new form of the optimization problem, the variables b and η are unconstrained, while
o has the simple constraint given above. Under the parametrization for βn in Theorem 3.1, a more flexible
form of the optimization problem is now obtained as
log P˜Σ(AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E |βEn ) = −n2δ · inf
(b,n,o)∈R2p
{
(b− β¯)TQ(b− β¯)/2 + nTNn/2
+
(
PE
(
b n
)T
+QEo+ rE/n
δ
)T
Σ−1G
(
PE
(
b n
)T
+QEo+ rE/n
δ
)/
2 + ψn−δ(oE , o−E)
}
(20)
where ψs(o) = ψs(oE , o−E) is some penalty function corresponding to the set O, with a scaling factor s.
This specializes to (19) by taking ψs(oE , o−E) to be the characteristic function
IO(oE , o−E) =
{
0 if o ∈ O
∞ otherwise .
At the next step, instead of the characteristic function that restricts the optimizing variables to the set O,
we use a smoother nonnegative penalty function: we replace χ(oE , o−E) with a suitable “barrier” penalty
function ψs that reflects preference for values of o farther away from the boundary and inside the constraint
region O, by taking on smaller values for such o. Specifically, we use ψn−δ defined by
ψn−δ(o) ≡ ψn−δ(oE , o−E) =
=
1
n2δ
 E∑
i=1
log
(
1 +
1
si,Enδoi,E
)
+
p−|E|∑
i=1
log
(
1 +
1
λi,−E − nδoi,−E
)
+ log
(
1 +
1
λi,−E + nδoi,−E
). (21)
This ultimately leads to an approximation to the (log-) selection-adjusted posterior as
log piS(β
E
n |β̂E) = log pi(βEn )−n(βˆE − βEn )TQ(βˆE − βEn )/2
− log P˜Σ(AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E |βEn ),
(22)
where the last term on the right hand side is given by (20). We now present some simulation results which
demonstrate the effectiveness of our methods.
Example 1. In each of 50 rounds, we draw a n × p design matrix X with n = 500, p = 100 such that the
rows x(i) ∼ Nn(0,Σ), i = 1, 2, · · · , 500, where the (j, k)-th entry of Σ equals 0.20|j−k|. Then, draw a pair
(β,y), where the components of β ∈100×1 are i.i.d. from
0.9 ·N(β; 0, 0.1) + 0.1 ·N(β; 0, V ), (23)
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a mixture of two zero-mean normal distributions, one with small variance 0.1 and the other with larger
variance V , and y|β ∼ Nn(Xβ, I). The variance V ∈ {5, 3, 2}, roughly corresponding to signal-to-noise
ratio 0.50, 0.25, 0.10, respectively. In the selection stage, we select at random a subset S ⊂ {1, ..., n} of
size |S| = n/2 = 250, and denote by (yS ,XS) the corresponding data. For a theoretical value of the
tuning parameter, λ = E[‖XTΨ‖∞], Ψ ∼ Nn(0, I) (as proposed in Negahban et al., 2009), denote by
E = Ê(yS ,XS) ⊂ {1, ..., 100} the set corresponding to the nonzero Lasso estimates, obtained by solving
argmin
β
1
2ρ
‖yS −XSβ‖2 + λ‖β‖1.
In the inference stage we have access to the entire data (x(i), Y (i)), i = 1, ..., n. We work under the
(selected) model Y |x ∼ N(xE ′βE , σ2), in which case ancillarity entails conditioning on X when giving
inference for βE (i.e., treating X as fixed). Four different methods for inference are compared:
• Unadjusted. Bayesian inference for βE using a noninformative prior pi(βE) ∝ 1 and the unadjusted
likelihood y ∼ Nn(XEβE , σ2I)
• Split. Bayesian inference using only the confirmatory (held-out) data: a noninformative prior pi(βE) ∝
1 is prepended to the unadjusted likelihood ySc ∼ Nn(XScE βE , σ2I)
• Carving. Bayesian inference for βE using a noninformative prior pi(βE) ∝ 1 and the approximate
truncated likelihood incorporating the approximation in (20),
piS(β
E |β̂E) ∝ exp(−n(βˆ
E − βE)′Q(βˆE − βE)/2σ2)
P˜Σ(AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < bE |βE)
. (24)
• Lee et al.. In this case only, the entire data is used for selection, solving
argmin
β
1
2
‖y −Xβ‖2 + λ‖β‖1
and taking E = Ê to be the set of indices corresponding to the nonzero estimates. Exact inference
conditional on E and the corresponding signs is given coordinate-wise using the methods of Lee et al.
(2016), which correct for selection.
We compare the methods above on the following criteria: (i) for constructed 90%-CIs, we calculate the
average (over simulation rounds) proportion of covering intervals (this is reported as 100%− FCR in the
tables below); (ii) lengths of constructed CIs; and (iii) relative prediction risk,
(β̂ − β)T (XTX)(β̂ − β)
βT (XTX)β
,
where the ‘inactive’ coordinates {j /∈ E} of β and β̂ are set to zero, and the estimates β̂ are the posterior
means for the first three methods, and the plain Lasso estimate for “Lee et al.”.
Table 1: V = 5 (SNR = 0.5)
Method Carving Vanilla Split Lee et al
100%− FCR 88.39 75.33 89.97 91.33
Length 3.92 3.33 4.80 8.38 (1.4%)
Relative Risk 0. 21 0.25 0.25 0.29
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Table 2: V = 3.5 (SNR = 0.25)
Method Carving Vanilla Split Lee et al
100%− FCR 88.74 72.81 91.48 93.89
Length 4.04 3.33 4.79 9.58 (1.95%)
Relative Risk 0. 39 0.44 0.44 0.46
Table 3: V = 2 (SNR = 0.10)
Method Carving Vanilla Split Lee et al
100%− FCR 90.48 59.75 90.16 86.28
Length 4.22 3.31 4.77 10.73 (4.73%)
Relative Risk 0. 66 0.75 0.70 0.83
We see that for all methods except the unadjusted, the coverage, as measured by one minus the false cover-
age rate (FCR), is roughly the nominal level 0.9. In particular, the CIs constructed based on the proposed
approximation to the selection-adjusted posterior have good coverage. Meanwhile, the length of the in-
tervals for the proposed method (this is “carving” in the tables), is much smaller than that for Lee et al
intervals; the percentage within brackets denotes the percentage of intervals which are infinitely long. More
importantly, the carved intervals based on our method are smaller in length than the intervals for sample
splitting. This matches our expectations.
To provide further support and intuition for using the proposed approximation, we now turn to a simpler
setup that involves i.i.d. gaussian data and no covariates. Indeed, in this situation we can offer a more
careful analysis and additional results. The approximation (17) can be seen as essentially an extension of
the approximation offered below. Thus, for the remainder of this section let
Y1, Y2, · · · , Yn i.i.d.∼ N(βn, 1).
Write Y S for the set of points {Yi : i ∈ S}, where S is a random subset of {1, ..., n} of size n1 = ρn. We
provide inference for βn conditionally on {√n1Y¯ Sn1 > 0}; that is, the selection event entails the scaled mean
based on the original data, exceeds a fixed threshold (zero). We can now write the selection event as
√
nY¯n +
√
nWn > 0, Wn ≡ Y¯ Sn1 − Y¯n, (25)
and observe that √
nWn ∼ N
(
0,
1− ρ
ρ
) √
nWn |=
√
nY¯n.
Hence, the adjustment factor in this simple example is just
P
(√
nY¯n +
√
nWn > 0
∣∣βn) = Φ¯ (−√ρ · √nβn) . (26)
Observe that in the univariate example, carving takes the form of an additive randomization term. For the
asymptotic results that follow, we shall work with a sequence of parameters {βn, n ∈ N} parameterized as√
nβn ≡ nδβ¯. As a counterpart of Theorem (3.1), we have
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Theorem 3.3. Let βn ≡ nδβ¯/
√
n, β¯ is a constant not dependent on n. For any convex, open set K ⊂ R
logP[
√
n(Y¯n +Wn)/n
δ ∈ K|βn] ≤ −n2δ · inf
(z,w):z+w∈K
(z − β¯)2
2
+
ρw2
2(1− ρ) for any n ∈ N (27)
whenever 0 < δ ≤ 1/2. Furthermore, the logarithm of the sequence of selection probabilities satisfies
lim
n
1
n2δ
logP[
√
n(Y¯n +Wn)/n
δ ∈ K|βn] = − inf
(z,w):(z+w)∈K
(z − β¯)2
2
+
ρw2
2(1− ρ) . (28)
Note that, compared to Theorem 3.1, the theorem above holds also for δ = 1/2, equivalently, when βn =
β¯. Hence, for exactly gaussian data, the result is stronger in the sense that it extends to a large deviations-
type of statement. We note that when Yi ∼ P and independent with EP [Yi] = βn,EP [(Yi − βn)2] = 1,√
n(Y¯n,Wn) has an asymptotic gaussian distribution, however the central limit theorem fails to give the
exponential rate of decay of the vanishing selection probability when
√
nβn → −∞. In this situation, a
large or a moderate deviations-type of a statement is required to approximate the selection probability on
a logarithmic scale depending on a parameterization for βn. We will mention that, under existence of an
exponential moment, i.e., EP [exp(α|Yi|)] < ∞ for all α > 0, an application of Theorem 3.1 yields that
(28) holds also in the model-free case Yi
i.i.d.∼ P , whenever δ ∈ (0, 1/2).
The right hand side of (27) can now be used as an approximation to the exact (log-) probability in the left
hand side. As in the more general case discussed before, we propose to replace the constrained optimization
problem in (27) with the unconstrained problem
n2δ · inf
(z,w)∈R2d
{
(z − β¯)2
2
+
ρw2
2(1− ρ) +
1
n2δ
ψn−δ(z + w)
}
, (29)
the above referred to as our “barrier” approximation to the adjustment factor (based on a barrier function
ψn−δ(·)). The barrier function that we use for Figure 1 is a one-constraint analog of the barrier in the
regression example in (21), and is given by
ψn−δ(z + w) = log(1 + n
−δ/(z + w)).
Figure 1 compares the approximations in (27) and (29) to the exact expression (26). The plots for both
approximations follow the exact curve fairly closely.
The following Corollary, a consequence of the theorem above, says that the sequence of selection-
adjusted posteriors based on a suitable barrier approximation indeed converges to the corresponding (true)
selection-adjusted posterior.
Corollary 3.4. For
√
nβn ≡ nδβ¯, δ ∈ (0, 1/2], denote the logarithm of the (true) selection-adjusted
posterior by
log piS(βn|y¯n) = log pi(βn)− n(y¯n − βn)2/2− logP(
√
n(Y¯n +Wn)/n
δ ∈ K|βn)
and a corresponding sequence of approximate selection-adjusted posteriors by
log piS(βn|y¯n) = log pi(βn)−n(y¯n−βn)2/2+n2δ · inf
(z,w)∈R2d
{
(z − β¯)2
2
+
ρw2
2(1− ρ) +
1
n2δ
ψn−δ(z + w)
}
where ψn−δ(·) is a (convex) barrier function associated with K. For a selection event {(Y¯n,Wn) ∈ K},
lim
n
1
n2δ
{log piS(βn|y¯n)− log pˆiS(βn|y¯n)} → 0 as n→∞
whenever n−2δψn−δ(z¯) converges pointwise to IK(z¯) =
{
0 if z¯ ∈ K
∞ otherwise .
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Figure 1: Approximations to log-adjustment factor in the univariate normal setting. In the legend, “Cher-
noff” refers to the approximation from (27), and “Barrier” to the approximation from (29); “True” corre-
sponds to the exact expression (26).
4 Point estimates
A natural selection-adjusted point estimate is the maximizer (in βE) of (13), but this is again infeasible
because the adjustment factor is intractable. We can obtain an approximate maximum-likelihood estimate
(MLE) by maximizing the expression which replaces the denominator in (13) with any workable approxi-
mation. In this section we show that using the approximation above, given by (20) with the choice of penalty
(21), has various desirable and nontrivial features. Before we proceed, it is worth mentioning that reason-
able point estimates can be obtained with the methods of Lee et al. (2016) which rely on an exact truncated
univariate normal distribution, but such estimates might be suboptimal because, stated informally, they do
not utilize all of the information about βEn in the sample. By contrast, the methods suggested below are
based on the entire (truncated) likelihood.
Thus, consider the approximate maximum a-posteriori (approximate MAP, henceforth) estimator given
as the maximizer of (22). For a constant prior this reduces to the approximate maximum-likelihood estimate,
βˆES = argmin
βEn
{
n(βˆE − βEn )′Q(βˆE − βEn )/2 + log P˜Σ(AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E |βEn )
}
, (30)
where in (20) we use (21) as the choice for ψ. Figure 2 shows how the approximate MLE compares to the
exact MLE (and to the unadjusted MLE) in the univariate gaussian setting considered in the second part of
this section.
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Figure 2: Maximum-likelihood estimation for the univariate gaussian setting. Broken line corresponds to
the approximate MLE, incorporating the proposed approximation to the selection probability. Solid black
curve is the exact (true) MLE, and solid gray line is the unadjusted estimate.
Before presenting the main result for this section, we state two key lemmas. Note that PE , QE , rE
are defined in Proposition 3.2 and PEE denote the columns of PE corresponding to the active coordinates,
selected by carved Lasso; similarly, P−EE denotes the remaining p − |E| columns, which correspond to
variables shrunk to 0 by the Lasso.
Lemma 4.1. Under the parameterization
√
nβEn = n
δβ¯ with δ ∈ (0, 1/2), the sequence of approximate
log-partition functions
nβEn
′
QβEn /2 + log P˜Σ(AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E |βEn )
equal n2δC˜n(Qβ¯) where the sequence of functions C˜n(Qβ¯) have the representation formula below:
C˜n(Qβ¯) = β¯
TQ(Q + PEE
T
Σ
−1/2
G P
E
E )
−1Qβ¯/2 + h∗
(
M1Qβ¯
)
+ β¯TQM2;
M1 = −
[
P−EE QE
]T
Σ−1G P
E
E (Q+P
E
E
T
Σ
−1/2
G P
E
E )
−1, M2 = −(Q+PEE
T
Σ
−1/2
G P
E
E )
−1PEE
T
Σ−1G rE/n
δ
and h∗(·) is the convex conjugate of the function
h(η, o) = L(η, o)T (Σ−1G − Σ−1G PEE (Q + PEE
T
Σ
−1/2
G P
E
E )
−1PEE
T
Σ−1G )L(η, o)/2 + ψn−δ(oE , o−E)
with L(η, o) = P−EE η +QEo+ rE/nδ.
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Lemma 4.2. Under the parameterization
√
nβEn = n
δβ¯ with δ ∈ (0, 1/2) and when XE is of full column
rank, the sequence of approximate log-partition functions {n2δC˜n(Qβ¯) : n ∈ N} corresponding to the
approximate negative log-likelihoods
n(βˆE − βEn )′Q(βˆE − βEn )/2 + log P˜Σ(AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E |βEn ),
is strongly convex. Furthermore, the indices of strong convexity for the sequence {C˜n(Qβ¯) : n ∈ N} are
bounded below by λmin, the smallest eigenvalue of
(Q + PEE
T
Σ
−1/2
G P
E
E )
−1.
Using Lemma 4.2, we are now able to prove a consistency result for the approximate selective MLE. We
note here that randomization is crucial for the theorem above to hold: below we show that for the univariate
gaussian example, the approximate selective MLE based on our approximation, fails to be consistent if there
is no randomization.
Theorem 4.3. When
√
nβEn = n
δβ¯ for δ ∈ (0, 1/2), the approximate selective MLE given in (30) is
n1/2−δ-consistent for βEn under the selection-adjusted law (13):
P(n1/2−δ‖βˆES − βEn ‖ > | AE
√
nTn + BEΩn < b
E) −→ 0
as n→∞.
Because we advocate Bayesian procedures (relying on the approximate truncated likelihood), we now
show—as a consequence of Theorem 4.3—a type of consistency result for the posterior distribution with
respect to an arbitrary fixed prior. Lemma 4.4 proves finite sample bounds on the log likelihood ratios at the
approximate selective-MLE and an arbitrary parameter, a result that we use in the proof of Theorem 4.5.
Lemma 4.4. Under the conditions and parameterization in Lemma 4.2, denoting the logarithm of the ap-
proximate truncated likelihood by
ˆ`n
S(β
E
n ) =
√
nβˆEQ
√
nβEn − n2δC˜n(n1/2−δQβn),
where C˜n(n1/2−δQβn) = C˜n(Qβ¯) is defined in Lemma 4.2, we have
−n · (βˆES − βEn )TQ(βˆES − βEn )/2 ≤ ˆ`nS(βEn )− ˆ`nS(βˆES ) ≤ −nλmin · (βˆES − βEn )T (βˆES − βEn )/2;
λmin denotes the smallest eigen-value of Q(Q + PEE
T
Σ
−1/2
G P
E
E )
−1Q and βˆES is the approximate selective-
MLE in (30).
Theorem 4.5. Assume the conditions in Theorem 4.3. Consider a ball of radius δ around the truth βE0 ,
B(βE0 , δ) ≡ {βE : ‖βE − βE0 ‖ ≤ δ},
and suppose that pi(·) is a prior which assigns nonzero probability to B(βE0 , δ) for any δ > 0. Then,
PβE0 (‖ΠS(B
c(βE0 , δ)|βˆE)‖ > | AE
√
nTn + BEΩn < b
E)→ 0 as n→∞
for any  > 0, where ΠS(·) denotes the posterior probability under the approximate truncated likelihood,
computed as
ΠS
(
Bc(βE0 , δ)|βˆE
)
≡
∫
Bc(βE0 ,δ)
pi(bn) · exp(˜`nS(bn))dbn∫
pi(bn) · exp(˜`nS(bn))dbn ; ˜`nS(bn) =
√
nβˆEQ
√
nbn − n2δC˜n(n1/2−δQbn).
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The next result pertains to computation of the approximate selective MLE.
Theorem 4.6 (Convexity of approximate MAP (MLE) problem with general approximation). Let pi(βE)
be a log-concave prior. For any nonnegative function ψ(·), minimizing the negative of the approximate
log-posterior based on the approximation in (20)
− log pi(βEn ) + n(βˆE − βEn )′Q(βˆE − βEn )/2 + log P˜(AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E |βEn ),
in βEn , is a convex optimization problem for any n ∈ N.
Remark 4.7 (Uniform convergence on compact sets). The approximation log P˜Σ(AE
√
nTn+BE
√
nWn <
bE |βEn ) for the (log- ) selection probability is continuous in βEn and so is the true selection probability in
βEn . Hence the sequence of scaled differences
n−2δ(log P˜Σ(AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E |βEn )− logPΣ(AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E |βEn ))
converges uniformly on a compact subset Θ ⊂ RE of the parameter space.
It is natural to ask how our approximate MLE compares to the exact MLE,
argmin
βEn
{
n(βˆE − βEn )′Q(βˆE − βEn )/2 + logPΣ(AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E |βEn )
}
. (31)
The following theorem asserts that the approximate version converges to the exact MLE.
Theorem 4.8. Denote by βˆES the approximate (randomized) selective MLE, obtained by solving (30), and
by β˘ES the exact MLE, given by (31). Then, under the parameterization in Theorem 4.3 for a δ ∈ (0, 1/2),
for any  > 0
P(n1/2−δ|βˆES − β˘ES | > | AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E)→ 0 as n→∞.
We now return to analyzing the univariate gaussian example of the previous section. We parameterize√
nβn = n
δβ¯, 0 < δ ≤ 1/2 as before. Thus, let again
Y1, Y2, · · · , Yn i.i.d.∼ N(βn, 1),
with the selection event {√n1Y¯ Sn1 > 0} ≡ {
√
n(Y¯n + Wn) > 0}, and where Y S := {Yi : i ∈ S}. More
generally, the above selection event can be written as {√n(Y¯n +Wn)/nδ ∈ K}, K being an interval on the
real line.
Let
LnS(βn) = −n(y¯n − βn)2/2− logP(
√
n(Y¯n +Wn)/n
δ ∈ K|βn), (32)
be the (exact) selection-adjusted likelihood, corresponding to the (randomized) selection event in (25), and
L˜nS(βn) = −n(y¯n − βn)2/2 + n2δ · inf(z,w)∈R2
{
(z − β¯)2
2
+
ρw2
2(1− ρ) +
1
n2δ
ψn−δ(z + w)
}
(33)
be the corresponding approximate selection-adjusted likelihood.
We will now return to the univariate gaussian case to prove consistency of the approximate selective
MLE. As in Theorem (3.3), the consistency result below holds also for δ = 1/2; compare to Theorem
(4.3). Again, the consistency of the approximate selective MLE hinges on strong convexity of negative of
the logarithms of the approximate selection-adjusted likelihood, which leads to a contraction identity as in
Lemma 4.10. Together with a reduction of variance for a gaussian random variable when restricted to a
convex set, we prove Theorem 4.11. Before stating Theorem 4.11, in the following two lemmas we make
crucial observations about the approximate sequence of likelihoods L˜nS(βn).
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Lemma 4.9 (Strong convexity). Let
√
nβn = n
δβ¯, 0 < δ ≤ 1/2. The approximate selection adjusted
likelihood in (33) equals
L˜nS(βn) = ny¯nβn − n2δ · C˜n(β¯)− ny2n/2
where
C˜n(β¯) = (1− ρ) · β¯2/2 + H¯∗n(ρβ¯) (34)
with H¯∗n(.) denoting the convex conjugate of H¯n(z¯) = ρ · z¯2/2 + n−2δ · ψn−δ(z¯). Moreover, the sequence
C˜n(·) is strongly convex with indices of convexity lower bounded by (1− ρ).
Lemma 4.10. For parameters βn considered in Lemma 4.9 and C˜n the approximate sequence of functions
in (34), the maximizer βˆn of (33) satisfies the following inequality:
n1−2δ(βˆn − βn)2 ≤
1
(1− ρ)2(n
1/2−δy¯n −∇C˜n(β¯))2 where βn = nδ−1/2β¯ ∈ R.
We are now ready to prove consistency of the approximate randomized selective MLE.
Theorem 4.11. LetK ⊂ R be a convex set, and denote by βˆn the maximizer of (33). Then, for 0 < δ ≤ 1/2,
P(n1/2−δ|βˆn − βn| > |
√
n(Y¯n +Wn)/n
δ ∈ K) −→ 0
as n→∞.
To complete the picture, we show that without randomization, the maximizer of the approximate trun-
cated likelihood is not consistent. This further highlights the importance of randomization.
Theorem 4.12. Let βn ≡ β¯ < 0. Consider the approximate (non-randomized) selection-adjusted log
likelihood,
L˜nS(βn) = −n(y¯n − βn)2 + n inf
z∈R
{
(z − βn)2
2
+
1
n
log
(
1 +
1√
nz
)}
, (35)
Then the maximizer βˆn of (35) does not converge in probability to β¯ as n→∞.
Remark 4.13. Theorem 4.12 is stated for the barrier approximation in (29) for clarity of exposition. More
generally, the approximate selective MLE is not consistent as long as the function w(·) satisfies
x∇w(x)→ C as x ↓ 0.
and under the asymptotics
√
nβn → −∞.
5 HIV drug-resistance data
In this section we apply our methods to the HIV dataset analyzed in Rhee et al. (2006), Bi et al. (2017).
With an attempt to understand the genetic basis of drug resistance in HIV, Rhee et al. (2006) used markers
of inhibitor mutations to predict susceptibility to 16 antiretroviral drugs. We follow Bi et al. (2017) and
focus on the protease inhibitor subset of the data, and on one particular drug, Lamivudine (3TC), where the
goal is to identify mutations associated with response to 3TC. There are n = 633 cases and p = 91 different
mutations occurring more than 10 times in the sample.
In the selection stage we applied the Lasso to a 80% split of the data, with the regularization parameter
tuned to the theoretical value proposed in Negahban et al. (2009). This resulted in 17 selected mutations, cor-
responding to the nonzero Lasso estimates. Figure 3 shows 90% confidence intervals constructed according
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to four different methods: “naive” is the usual, unadjusted confidence interval using the entire data; “split”
uses only the 20% left-out portion of the data to construct the intervals; “Lee” is the adjusted confidence
intervals of Lee et al. (2016) and based on the original 80% portion used for selection; finally, “carved” are
the intervals relying on the methods we propose in the current paper, specifically the approximate poste-
rior given by (22) and incorporating a flat prior. All four methods are implemented assuming that the linear
model consisting of the selected variables, is well-specified. Under this assumption, “split” and “Lee” would
both be valid confidence intervals, although the first uses only the left-out data, and the second relies only on
the portion of the data used for selection. Our “carved” intervals are approximate, and the “naive” intervals
are invalid.
In terms of length, it can be seen that the proposed “carved” intervals, exploiting the entire data, are
indeed shorter than both “split” and “Lee”. Note that we could have used the entire data to construct the
intervals of Lee et al. (2016), and this is expected to yield shorter intervals, but we chose to use only the
“exploratory” portion to ensure that the same variables are selected as with the other methods. That “Lee”
are considerably longer than “split” matches our expectations: the leftover fisher information is considerably
smaller than the “marginal” information from independent data, which results in longer intervals. The figure
also shows point estimates: for “naive” these are just the Lasso (nonzero) estimates, for “split” these are
least-squares, and for “carved” these are (approximate) posterior modes. In the absence of knowledge about
the underlying true means, it is hard to compare the different estimates and directions of shrinkage; the
“split” estimates are unbiased, while “carved” arguably have smaller variance (because they use additional
data).
Figure 3: Confidence intervals and point estimates for selected features. To allow convenient visualization,
the figure is not showing mutation ‘P184V’, which we consider an ‘outlier’.
6 Computational details
This section provides the precise steps for sampling from log-posterior and solve the MLE or MAP problem.
To highlight the main ingredients:
• Equation 6 gives the exact computation of the gradient of the log-posterior, which we compute at each
draw of the sampler. Note that it involves bˆ(QβE(K)), the optimizing variables to the optimization
problem
sup
b∈RE
{
bTQβE(K) − (bTQb/2 +Hψ(b))
}
.
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HΨ is defined within the section.
• To solve for an approximate selection-adjusted MAP/MLE, we employ a gradient descent on the
objective of the MAP/MLE problem. The computation at each step of the descent involves solving
for the optimizing variables of the same optimization problem stated above.
Equipped with a tractable approximation to the adjustment factor, we can now employ generic Bayesian
computational methods to give selection-adjusted Bayesian inference for the parameters βE in the linear
model. In our implementation we assume a log-concave prior. To sample from the log-concave (approxi-
mate) posterior incorporating (20), we use a Langevin random walk to obtain a sample of size nS from the
(approximate) selection-adjusted posterior piS(βE |β̂E).
We now provide some computational details involved in sampling from the approximate posterior and
solving an approximate MAP (MLE) problem. We note that both these problems require computing the
gradient of the log-posterior, which is equivalent to solving for the optimizing variables for a certain convex
optimization problem. Throughout this section, we assume that the columns of X are scaled by
√
n and
suppress the subscript n.
As a function of the previous draw, the (K + 1)-th draw for βE of a Langevin sampler is computed as
βE(K+1) = β
E
(K) + γ · ∇ log piS(βE(K)|β̂E) +
√
2γ · (K) (36)
where (K) for K = 1, 2, · · · , nS are independent draws from a centered gaussian with unit variance and γ
is a suitably chosen step size. The sampler takes a noisy step along the gradient of the log-posterior, with
no accept-reject step—compare to the usual Metropolis Hastings (MH) algorithm. Hence, at each draw of
the sampler, our main computational cost is incurred in calculating the gradient of the approximate (log-)
selection-adjusted posterior.
Revisiting the approximation based on (20), we note that the approximate log-posterior equals is
log pi(βE(K))− βE(K)
′
QβE(K)/2 + β
E
(K)
′
Qβ̂E − log P˜(Eˆ = E, SˆE = sE |βE(K))
where
log P˜(Eˆ = E, SˆE = sE |βE(K)) = − inf
b∈RE
{
(b− βE(K))TQ(b− βE(K))/2 +Hψ(b)
}
.
In the above optimization, Hψ(b) denotes an optimization over variables {(n, o) : n ∈ Rp−E , o ∈ Rp} and
equals
inf
(n,o)∈R2p−E
{
nTN−1n/2 +
(
PE
(
b n
)T
+QEo+ rE
)T
Σ−1G
(
PE
(
b n
)T
+QEo+ rE
)/
2
+
E∑
i=1
log (1 + 1/si,Eoi,E) +
p−|E|∑
i=1
log (1 + 1/(λi,−E − oi,−E)) + log (1 + 1/(λi,−E + oi,−E))
}
.
Denoting by H¯∗(·) the conjugate of H(b) = bTQb/2 +Hψ(b), we can write
log P˜(Eˆ = E, SˆE = sE |βE(K)) = −βE
′
(K)Qβ
E
(K)/2 + sup
b∈RE
{
bTQβE(K) − (bTQb/2 +Hψ(b))
}
= −βE ′(K)QβE(K)/2 + H¯∗(QβE(K)).
Letting bˆ(QβE(K)) be the optimizer that maximizes {bTQβE(K) − (bTQb/2 +Hψ(b))}, we have
∇ log P˜(Eˆ = E, SˆE = sE |βE(K)) = −QβE(K) +Q∇H¯−1(QβE(K)) = −QβE(K) + Qbˆ(QβE(K))
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and finally, the gradient in (36)
∇ log piS(βE(K)|β̂E) = ∇ log pi(βE(K)) + Qβ̂E −Qbˆ(QβE(K)). (37)
Alternatively, we could employ a MH algorithm that would require the value of optimization problem to
approximate log P˜(Eˆ = E, SˆE = sE |βE(K)) = −βE
′
(K)Qβ
E
(K)/2+H¯
∗(QβE(K)) for computing the acceptance
ratio each time.
For the MAP problem, we note that the approximate MAP minimizes the convex objective
minimizeβE∈RE − log pi(βE)− βE ′Qβ̂E + H¯∗(QβE).
This reduces to the MLE problem when pi(βE) ∝ 1. Employing a gradient descent algorithm to compute
the approximate MAP, we note that the K-th update can be written as
β̂ES; (K+1) = β̂
E
S; (K) − ηT · (Qbˆ(Qβ̂ES; (K))−∇ log pi(β̂ES; (K))−Qβ̂E), (38)
involving again the optimizer bˆ(Qβ̂ES ), obtained from solving
maximizeβE
{
bTQβE − (bTQb/2 +Hψ(b))
}
.
7 Discussion
To address the problem of inference after variable selection, we adopt the point of view (proposed, for ex-
ample, in Fithian et al., 2014) in which inference is based on the likelihood when truncated to the event
including all possible realizations that lead the researcher to posing the same question. The methods we pro-
pose are based on an approximation to the selection probability—the denominator in the selection-adjusted
likelihood—which applies to a large class of selection rules, including such that involve randomization. By
working directly with the full truncated likelihood, we obviate the need to differentiate between various
cases according to choices of the statistician: for example, the approach of Fithian et al. (2014) requires
computations that are different in essence under the selected model and under the saturated model, whereas
with the tools we develop there is no essential difference between the two. Similarly, these methods are
amenable to data-carving, whereas the calculations prescribed by the classical frequentist theory relied upon
in Fithian et al. (2014), are substantially harder.
There is certainly room for further research and extensions of the current work. On the methodological
side, it would be interesting to investigate if a variational Bayes approach can be taken instead of imple-
menting MCMC sampling schemes for posterior updates. From a theoretical point of view, we have shown
consistency properties of the posterior that appends a “carved” likelihood to a prior, that is, we proved that
such a posterior concentrates around the true underlying parameter with probability converging to one as
sample size increases. Empirical observations showing that our credible intervals under a diffuse prior are
similar to the frequentist post-selection intervals, suggests that the frequentist guarantees that we provided
can be strengthened, for example by proving a Bernstein von Mises-type of result. Finally, we can take
further advantage of the Bayesian machinery; for example, to address the case of unknown Σ, one could
prepend to the approximate posterior a joint prior on the mean parameter and the covariance.
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8 Appendix
8.1 Proofs for Section 2
Proof. Proposition 2.1: Define Q, C as EP (XTEXE/n) and EP (XT−EXE/n) respectively. Then, noting
that the least squares estimator θ̂E satisfies
1√
n
XTE
(
y −XE θ̂E
)
= 0, (39)
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we can write
0 =
1√
n
XTE
(
y −XE θ̂E
)
=
1√
n
XTE
(
y −XEθE
)− (XTEXE
n
)√
n(θ̂E − θE)
=
1√
n
XTE
(
y −XEθE
)−Q√n(θ̂E − θE)
−
(
XTEXE
n
−Q
)√
n(θ̂E − θE).
Thus, follows from observing
(
XTEXE
n
−Q
)√
n(θ̂E − θE) = op(1) that
√
n(θ̂E − θE) = Q−1 X
T
E√
n
(
y −XEθE
)
+ op(1). (40)
Similarly, we can expand the term
XT−E√
n
(
y −XE θ̂E
)
as below, which identifies
√
nN−E =
XT−E√
n
(
y −XEθE
)−C√n(θ̂E − θE)−(XT−EXE
n
−C
)
√
n(θ̂E − θE).
Plugging in
√
n(θ̂E − θE) from (40) and noting that (XT−EXE/n−C)√n(θ̂E − θE) = op(1), we have
√
nN−E =
XT−E√
n
(
y −XEθE
)−CQ−1 XTE√
n
(
y −XEθE
)
+ op(1). (41)
Finally, note that the randomization term in (8) can be approximated through a Taylor series expansion
around θE as
Ωn = −X
T
√
n
(
y −XEθE
)
+
XST
ρ
√
n
(
yS −XSEθE
)
+ op(1). (42)
Clearly, from equations (40), (41) and (42), it follows that
√
n(Tn − E[Tn]) ∼ N(0,ΣP ); Ωn ∼ N(0,ΣG).
The proof is complete by noting the block diagonal structure of the covariance between
√
nTn,Ωn. Observe
that the covariance
Cov
(
XT√
n
(
y −XEθE
)− XST
ρ
√
n
(
yS −XSEθE
)
,XTy
)
= 0
which proves the asymptotic independence between
√
n(Tn − E[Tn]) and Ωn.
Proof. Proposition 2.2: From the definition of Ωn in (8), it follows that the K.K.T. conditions of LASSO
that
Ωn = −X
T
√
n
(
y −XE βˆλE
)
+
(
λsE
z−E
)
where the subgradient vector
∂
∂β
λ‖β‖1 =
(
λsE
z−E
)
, ‖z−E‖∞ < λ.
Using a Taylor series of the gradient of the quadratic loss function around θ̂E , the best linear estimate in the
restricted model satisfies E
−X
T
√
n
(
y −XE βˆλE
)
=
 0
−X
T
√
n
(
y −XE θ̂E
)− (Q
C
)√
n(θ̂E − βˆλE) + op(1).
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Coupled with the K.K.T. map above, we can write
Ωn = −
[
Q 0
C I
]√
nTn +
[
Q 0
C I
](√
nβˆλE
z−E
)
+
(
λsE
0
)
+ op(1). (43)
The constraints equivalent to selection of
(
Ê, ŜE
)
=
(
E, sE
)
are given by
diag
(
sgn(βˆλE)
)
= sE , ‖z−E‖∞ < λ
which can be equivalently written using (43) as
−diag(sE)θ̂E − (diag(sE)Q−1 0)Ωn + op(1) < −λ · diag(sE)Q−1sE ;
√
nN−E +
(−CQ−1 I)Ωn + op(1) < λ · (1−CQ−1diag(sE)) ; and
−√nN−E −
(−CQ−1 I)Ωn + op(1) < λ · (1 + CQ−1diag(sE)) .
Proposition 8.1. Under the assumption
P̂ = {P : EP (Y |xE) = xE ′βE , EP ((Y − EP (Y |xE))2|xE) = σ2},
marginally,
√
nTn is distributed as a Gaussian random variable with mean
√
n
(
βE 0
)T and covariance
ΣP = σ
2
[
Q−1 0
0 N−1
]
where N = (P−CQ−1CT )−1, with P = EP (XT−EX−E/n), Q = EP (XTEXE/n) and C = EP (XT−EXE/n).
Proof.
P̂ = {P : EP (Y |xE) = xE ′βE , EP ((Y − EP (Y |xE))2|xE) = σ2},
we see that E[Tn] =
(
βE
0
)
by observing that E[XT−E(y − XEβE)|xE = XE ] = 0. Also, note that the
asymptotic variance of
√
n(β̂E − βE) equals
EP
(
Var
(
Q−1
XTE√
n
(
y −XEβE
) ∣∣∣xE = XE)) = σ2Q−1
and that of
√
nN−E equals
EP
(
Var
(
XT−E√
n
(
y −XEβE
)−CQ−1 XTE√
n
(
y −XEβE
) ∣∣∣xE = XE)) = σ2N−1
where N−1 = (P − CQ−1CT ) and P = EP [XT−EX−E/n]. Finally, it is easy to see that the asymptotic
covariance between
√
n(β̂E − βE) and N−E is 0 by checking
EP
(
Cov
(
Q−1
XTE√
n
(
y −XEβE
)
,
XT−E√
n
(
y −XEβE
)−CQ−1 XTE√
n
(
y −XEβE
) ∣∣∣xE = XE)) = 0.
Thus, follows that
√
n
(
Tn −
(
βE
0
))
∼ N(0,ΣP ); ΣP = σ2
[
Q−1 0
0 N−1
]
.
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8.2 Proofs for Section 3
Proof. Theorem 3.1: To prove the theorem, observe from Proposition 8.1 that the asymptotic distribution of√
n(βˆE , N−E ,Wn) is a multivariate normal. Under the assumption of linearity of mean and homogeneity
of errors, the asymptotic gaussian distribution has a mean
√
n(βEn , 0, 0) and covariance matrix given by Σ
with ΣP =
[
Q−1 0
0 N−1
]
under σ2 = 1.
Now, under the parameterization
√
nβEn = n
δβ¯, observe that the selection probability can be written as
PΣ
(
AE
√
n
((
βˆE
N−E
)
−
(
βEn
0
))
+ BE
√
nWn < b
E − nδAE
(
β¯
0
) ∣∣∣βEn ) .
Applying a moderate deviation approximation in Borovkov and Mogul’skii (1978) for the above probability
on the log-scale, we can approximate the above probability as:
lim
n
1
n2δ
logPΣ(n1/2−δ(AE(Tn − EP [Tn]) + BEWn) < n−δbE −AE
(
β¯ 0
)T |βEn )
+ inf
(b′+β¯,η′,w′)∈Hn
R(b′, η′, w′) = 0.
where rate function equals
R(b′, η′, w′) = sup
(x,y,z)∈R2p
{
xT b′ + yT η′ + zTw′ − logE[exp(xT β˜E + yT N˜−E + zT W˜n)]
}
and the random variable (β˜E , N˜−E , W˜n) is distributed as a Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and
covariance Σ. A simplification of the rate function by computing the conjugate of the gaussian log-MGF at
(b, η, w) yields the right-hand side of (17) as
inf
(b′+β¯,η′,w′)∈Hn
b′TQb′
2
+
η′TNη′
2
+
w′TΣ−1G w
′
2
= inf
(b,η,w)∈Hn
(b− β¯)TQ(b− β¯)
2
+
ηTNη
2
+
wTΣ−1G w
2
.
Theorem 8.2. Under i.i.d. pairs (x(i), Y (i)) ∼ P i = 1, ..., n, let the mean vector EP (Tn) = µn be
parameterized as
√
nµn = n
δµ¯ for some vector µ¯ ∈ Rp, δ ∈ (0, 1/2). Under the assumption that
(Tn,Wn) have an exponential moment:
EP [exp(α‖Tn‖+ γ‖Wn‖)] <∞, for some (α, γ) ∈ R2+,
the following limit holds:
lim
n
1
n2δ
logPΣ(AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E |βEn ) + inf
(t,w)∈Hn
(t− µ¯)TΣ−1P (t− µ¯)
2
+
wTΣ−1G w
2
= 0 (44)
where the optimization variables (t, w) ∈ Rp × Rp andHn = {(t, w) : AEt+ BEw < n−δbE}.
Proof. Proof of the Theorem follows similarly as the approximation under linearity in Theorem 3.1 by
using the fact that the vector
√
n(Tn,Wn) satisfies a Central Limit Theorem, converging in distribution to a
Gaussian random variable with mean and covariance specified in Proposition 2.1.
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Proof. Proposition 3.2: Substituting w in the objective trivially yields the objective function in the trans-
formed variables. We are left to verify the equivalence of constraints. To complete the proof, consider the
map in (43) in the proof of Proposition 2.2 ignoring the op(1) term
nδw = PEn
δ
(
b
η
)
+QEn
δo+ rE
which is based on solving the carved Lasso objective in (3) with
√
nTn = n
δ
(
b
η
)
, the implicit randomiza-
tion Ωn = nδw and
(√
nβˆλE
z−E
)
= nδo. The K.K.T. conditions characterizing the solution of the carved lasso
objective in this case are given by
{o ∈ Rp : sgn(nδoE) = sE , ‖nδo−E‖∞ ≤ λ}.
It follows from Proposition 2.2 that the above constraints are equivalent to polyhedral constraints on (b, η, w)
Hn =
{
(b, η, w) ∈ R2p : AE
(
b
η
)
+BEw ≤ n−δbE
}
.
Thus, the constraints on optimizing variables {(b, η, w) ∈ Hn} under the change of variables map (18) are
equivalent to the constraints {(b, η, o) ∈ R2p : o ∈ On}
Proof. Theorem 3.3: To prove the finite-sample upper bound, we note that logP(n1/2−δ(Y¯n+Wn) ∈ K|βn)
can be bounded above by
logE(exp(n1/2+δαY¯n + n1/2+δγWn + u)|βn)
for every α, γ and u that satisfy
n1/2+δ · (αz¯ + γw¯) + u ≥ 0 whenever n1/2−δ(z¯ + w¯) ∈ K.
Next, observe that for such a choice of z¯, w¯ and u:
logE(exp(n1/2+δαY¯n + n1/2+δγWn + u)|βn)
≤ sup
z¯,w¯:n1/2−δ(z¯+w¯)∈K
{
−n1/2+δαz¯ − n1/2+δγw¯ + n2δαβ¯ + n
2δ
2
α2 +
n2δ(1− ρ)
2ρ
γ2
}
= n2δ · sup
z,w:(z+w)∈K
{
−αz − γw + αβ¯ + α
2
2
+
(1− ρ)γ2
2ρ
}
≤ −n2δ · sup
α,γ
{
inf
z,w:(z+w)∈K
αz −
(
αβ¯ +
α2
2
)
+ γTw − (1− ρ)γ
2
2ρ
}
= −n2δ · inf
z,w:(z+w)∈K
{
sup
α,γ
αz −
(
αβ¯ +
α2
2
)
+ γTw − (1− ρ)γ
2
2ρ
}
= −n2δ inf
z,w:(z+w)∈K
(z − β¯)2
2
+
ρw2
2(1− ρ) .
The penultimate equation follows by a minimax argument and the last step calculates the conjugates of the
moment generating functions of gaussian random variables with variances 1 and
1− ρ
ρ
respectively. The
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large deviation limit when δ = 1/2 follows from Cramer’s Theorem on the real line and the moderate
deviations limit follows from Theorem 2.2 in Eichelsbacher and Lo¨we (2003) when δ ∈ (0, 1/2). These
theorems state the following limit
lim
n
1
n2δ
logP[
√
n(Y¯n +Wn)/n
δ ∈ K|βn] = − inf
(z,w):z+w∈K
R(z, w);
R(z, w) = supx,y{xz + yw − logE[exp(xZ + yW )|β¯]}, (Z,W ) ∼ N (µ,Σ), µ =
(
β¯
0
)
and Σ =[
1 0
0 (1− ρ)/ρ
]
. We have the proof by plugging in the gaussian MGF and finally, observing that the rate
function equals
R(z, w) = (z − β¯)2/2 + ρw2/2(1− ρ).
Proof of Corollary 3.4. It follows from Theorem 3.3 that the sequence of true truncated posteriors, written
as
log piS(βn|y¯n) = log pi(βn)− n(y¯n − βn)2/2− logP(
√
n(Y¯n +Wn)/n
δ ∈ K|βn)
can be approximated by
log pi(βn)− n(y¯n − βn)2/2 + n2δ · inf
(z,w):z+w∈K
{
(z − β¯)2
2
+
ρw2
2(1− ρ)
}
.
Note that the limiting sequence of objectives
(z − β¯)2
2
+
ρw2
2(1− ρ) +
1
n2δ
ψn−δ(z + w)
are convex in (z, w). Furthermore, the above sequence converges to the continuous, convex objective
(z − β¯)2
2
+
ρw2
2(1− ρ) + IK(z + w), IK(z¯) =
{
0 if z¯ ∈ K
∞ otherwise
under the condition n−2δψn−δ(z +w)→ IK(z +w) for all (z, w) ∈ R2 as n→∞. Finally, observing that
the limiting objective has a unique minimum, we reach the conclusion of the Corollary.
8.3 Proofs for Section 4
Proof. Lemma 4.1: To prove this, we start with the optimization objective involved in the approximation
log P˜Σ(AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E |βEn ). Noting that the optimizing variables b are constraint-free and
the optimization problem in b is a quadratic, we begin by optimizing over b ∈ RE in the approximating
optimization
inf
(b,η,o)∈R2p
{
(b− β¯)TQ(b− β¯)/2 + ηTNη/2
+
(
PEE b+ P
−E
E η +QEo+ rE/n
δ
)T
Σ−1G
(
PEE b+ P
−E
E η +QEo+ rE/n
δ
)/
2 + ψn−δ(oE , o−E)
}
.
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Denoting L(η, o) = P−EE η+QEo+ rE/nδ, optimizing over b, we have the above problem equivalent to an
optimization in (η, o):
β¯TQβ¯/2− β¯T (Q(Q + PEE
T
Σ
−1/2
G P
E
E )
−1Q)β¯/2 + β¯TQ(Q + PEE
T
Σ
−1/2
G P
E
E )
−1PEE
T
Σ−1G rE/n
δ
+ inf
(η,o)
{
β¯TQ(Q + PEE
T
Σ
−1/2
G P
E
E )
−1PEE
T
Σ−1G
[
P−EE QE
](η
o
)
+ L(η, o)T (Σ−1G − Σ−1G PEE (Q + PEE
T
Σ
−1/2
G P
E
E )
−1PEE
T
Σ−1G )L(η, o)/2 + ψn−δ(oE , o−E)
}
.
Clearly, then the sequence of approximate log-partition functions equals
n2δ
(
β¯T (Q(Q + PEE
T
Σ
−1/2
G P
E
E )
−1Q)β¯/2− β¯TQ(Q + PEE
T
Σ
−1/2
G P
E
E )
−1PEE
T
Σ−1G rE/n
δ
+ sup
(η,o)
{
β¯TQM1 − L(η, o)T (Σ−1G − Σ−1G PEE (Q + PEE
T
Σ
−1/2
G P
E
E )
−1PEE
T
Σ−1G )L(η, o)/2− ψn−δ(oE , o−E)
}
.
The above expression can be written as n2δC˜n(Qβ¯) where C˜n(Qβ¯) equals
β¯T (Q(Q + PEE
T
Σ
−1/2
G P
E
E )
−1Q)β¯/2 + h∗
(
M1Qβ¯
)
+ β¯TQM2
with M1,M2 and h∗(·) is defined in the Lemma.
Proof. Lemma 4.2: Based on the representation formula for C˜n(Qβ¯) derived in Lemma 4.1 that gives
C˜n(Qβ¯) = β¯
TQ(Q + PEE
T
Σ
−1/2
G P
E
E )
−1Qβ¯/2 + h∗
(
M1Qβ¯
)
+ β¯TQM2,
we are able to represent sequence C˜n(Qβ¯) as the sum of a positive definite quadratic form and a convex
function, under the condition that XE is of full column rank. Thus, follows the strong convexity of the
sequence C˜n(Qβ¯). Finally, the indices of strong convexity are bounded below by λmin which follows from
observing
β¯TQ(Q + PEE
T
Σ
−1/2
G P
E
E )
−1Qβ¯/2  λmin · β¯TQQβ¯.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Denoting α¯ = Qβ¯, a natural parameterization in the approximate likelihood
−n(βˆE − βEn )′Q(βˆE − βEn )/2− log P˜Σ(AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E |βEn )
= nδβ¯′Q
√
nβˆE − n2δC˜n(Qβ¯)− nβˆ′EQβˆE = nδα¯T
√
nβˆE − n2δC˜n(α¯)− nβˆ′EQβˆE ,
let the MLE of the parameters α¯ be ̂¯α. An estimating equation for the MLE for α¯ can be now written as
n1/2−δβˆE = ∇C˜n(̂¯α).
Now, using the strong convexity of C˜n(·) in Lemma 4.2, we make the crucial observation that the MLE
sequence satisfies the following contraction inequality
‖̂¯α− α¯‖2 = ‖∇C˜−1n (n1/2−δβˆE)− α¯‖2 = ‖∇C˜∗n(n1/2−δβˆE)−∇C˜∗n(∇C˜n(α¯))‖2.
which leads to the contraction inequality
‖̂¯α− α¯‖2 ≤ 1
λ2min
‖n1/2−δβˆE −∇C˜n(α¯)‖2 (45)
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with λmin defined in Lemma 4.2. The fact we use in deriving the above contraction is that the convex conju-
gate of a strongly convex function with index M is Lipschitz smooth with Lipschitz index M−1.
Denoting λQmin as the smallest eigen value of QQ, we observe that
n1−2δ‖βˆES − βEn ‖2 = ‖̂¯β − β¯‖2 ≤ (λQmin)−1‖̂¯α− α¯‖2.
Now, fix an 0 > 0. Let n2δCn(Qβ¯) = nβEn
′
QβEn /2 + logPΣ(AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E |βEn ) rep-
resent the exact log-partition functions where Cn(Qβ¯) is the true counterpart of the approximate sequence
C˜n(Qβ¯) with the (log-) exact selection probability plugged in. Applying the contraction in (45), coupled
with the Markov’s inequality, we obtain
P(‖̂¯α− α¯‖ > 0| AE√nTn + BEΩn < bE)
≤
E
[
‖√nβˆE − nδ∇C˜n(α¯)‖2
∣∣∣ AE√nTn + BEΩn < bE]
n2δ · λ2min · 20
=
E
[
‖√nβˆE − nδ∇Cn(α¯)‖2
∣∣∣ AE√nTn + BEΩn < bE]
n2δ · λ2min · 20
+
‖∇Cn(α¯)−∇C˜n(α¯)‖2
λ2min · 20
=
O(1)
n2δλ2min · 20
+
‖∇Cn(β¯)−∇C˜n(β¯)‖2
λ2min · 20
.
The last step uses a selective Central Limit Theorem proved in Panigrahi (2018) to conclude that
E
[
(
√
nβˆE − nδ∇Cn(Qβ¯))2
∣∣∣ AE√nTn + BEΩn < bE] = O(1)
and the second term converges to 0 due to the properties of convexity and differentiability C˜n(·). Thus
P(‖̂¯α− α¯‖ > 0| AE√nTn + BEΩn < bE)→ 0 as n→∞.
The proof of consistency is now complete by noting that
P(n1/2−δ‖βˆES −βEn ‖ > | AE
√
nTn+BEΩn < b
E) ≤ P(‖ ˆ¯αn−α¯‖ > (λQmin)| AE
√
nTn+BEΩn < b
E).
Hence, setting 0 = (λ
Q
min), we have n
1/2−δ‖βˆES − βEn ‖ converges in probability to 0 as n→∞ under the
selective law, which proves consistency of the selective MLE at a rate of n1/2−δ.
Proof of Lemma 4.4. The difference of the logarithms of the carved likelihood at βEn ≡ nδ−1/2β¯ and the
selective MLE βˆES ≡ nδ−1/2̂¯β is given by˜`n
S(β
E
n )− ˜`nS(βˆES ) = √nβˆ′E · nδQ(β¯ − ̂¯β)− n2δ · (C˜n(Qβ¯)− C˜n(Q̂¯β)) .
Using the estimating equation for the selective MLE for β¯: n1/2−δβˆE = ∇C˜n(Q̂¯β) and a first order Taylor
series expansion of C˜n(Qβ¯) around Q̂¯β yields the difference of log-likelihoods as
−n2δ(̂¯β − β¯)TQ∇2C˜n(R(Q̂¯β,Qβ¯))Q(̂¯β − β¯)/2
Note that, it follows from the representation formula for C˜n(Qβ¯′) in Lemma 4.1 for a β¯′ that Q∇2C˜n(Qβ¯′)Q 
λmin · I , where λmin is the smallest eigen value of Q(Q+PEE
T
Σ
−1/2
G P
E
E )
−1Q. Further, Q∇2C˜n(Qβ¯′)Q ≺
Q, from which follows the conclusion of the Lemma by noting that nδ(̂¯β − β¯) = √n(βˆES − βEn ).
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Proof of Theorem 4.5. Fixing  > 0, we let βˆES denote the selection-adjusted MLE obtained by maximizing
the truncated likelihood in (30) and recall that λmin is the smallest eigen value of Q(Q+PEE
T
Σ
−1/2
G P
E
E )
−1Q
defined in Lemma 4.4. Now, we compute the posterior probability of Bc(βE0 , δ) under the approximate
carved posterior:
ΠS
(
Bc(βE0 , δ)|βˆE
)
=
∫
Bc(βE0 ,δ)
pi(bn) · exp(˜`nS(bn))dbn∫
pi(bn) · exp(˜`nS(bn))dbn
=
∫
Bc(βE0 ,δ)
pi(bn) · exp{˜`nS(bn)− ˜`nS(βˆES )}dbn∫
pi(bn) · exp{˜`nS(bn)− ˜`nS(βˆES )}dbn
≤
∫
Bc(βE0 ,δ)
pi(bn) · exp(−nλmin · (β̂ES − bn)T (β̂ES − bn)/2)dbn∫
B(βE0 ,δ)
pi(bn) · exp(−n · (β̂ES − bn)TQ(β̂ES − bn)/2)dbn
.
The last inequality follows from the conclusion of Lemma 4.4 that bounds the likelihood ratios at bn and the
selective MLE βˆES from both above and below. Fix δ > 0, let r ∈ (0, 1) and s < r ∈ (0, 1) and let λQmax
denote the largest eigen value of Q  0. Finally, observe that
PβE0 (‖βˆ
E
S − βE0 ‖ ≤ rδ| AE
√
nTn + BEΩn < b
E)
≤ PβE0 (‖βˆ
E
S − bn‖ ≥ (1− r)δ for all bn ∈ Bc(βE0 , δ) and
‖βˆES − bn‖ ≤ (s+ r)δ for all bn ∈ B(βE0 , sδ); | AE
√
nTn + BEΩn < b
E)
≤ PβE0
(
ΠS(Bc(βE0 , δ)|βˆE) ≤
exp(−nλmin(1− r)2δ2/2)pi(Bc(βE0 , δ))
exp(−nλQmax(r + s)2δ2/2)pi(B(βE0 , sδ))
∣∣∣ AE√nTn + BEΩn < bE)
= PβE0
(
ΠS(Bc(βE0 , δ)|βˆE) ≤
exp(−n · (λmin(1− r)2 − λQmax(r + s)2)δ2/2)pi(Bc(βE0 , δ))
pi(B(βE0 , sδ)) ∣∣∣ AE√nTn + BEΩn < bE)
≤ PβE0
(
ΠS(Bc(βE0 , δ)|βˆE) ≤ 
∣∣∣ AE√nTn + BEΩn < bE) for sufficiently large n.
Observe that the last step follows by choosing r, s < r ∈ (0, 1) in the penultimate step such that
λmin(1− r)2 − λQmax(r + s)2 > λmin(1− r)2 − λQmax4r2 > 0.
Such a choice is possible by noting that roots of the above quadratic in r, (λmin ± 2(λminλQmax)1/2)/(λmin −
4λQmax) are opposite to each other in signs and that λmin − 4λQmax < 0. Thus, follows the last step as
exp(−n · (λmin(1− r)2 − λQmax(r + s)2)δ2/2) can be made smaller than  > 0 for sufficiently large n.
Finally, the conclusion of Theorem 4.3 implies that
PβE0 (‖βˆ
E
n − βE0 ‖ ≤ rδ| AE
√
nTn + BEΩn < b
E)→ 1
as n→∞ which, in turn leads to consistency of the selective posterior under the selective law at βE0 .
Proof of Theorem 4.6. Minimizing the above objective in βE is equivalent to minimizing
− log pi(βEn ) + nβEn
′
QβEn /2− nβEn
′
QβˆE + log P˜(AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E |βEn ).
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Ignoring the prior for now and denoting
Hψ(b) = inf(n,w)∈R2p−E
{
nTN−1n/2 +
(
PE
(
b n
)T
+QEo+ rE/n
δ
)T
Σ−1G
(
PE
(
b n
)T
+QEo+ rE/n
δ
)/
2
+ ψn−δ(oE , o−E)
}
observe that nβEn
′
QβEn /2− nβEn ′QβˆE + log P˜Σ((Tn,Wn) ∈ K|βEn ) equals
nβEn
′
QβEn /2− nβEn
′
QβˆE − n2δ · inf
b∈RE
{
(b− β¯)TQ(b− β¯)/2 +Hψ(b)
}
= nβEn
′
QβEn /2− nβEn
′
QβˆE − n2δβ¯Qβ¯/2 + nδ+1/2 sup
b∈RE
{
bTQβEn − nδ−1/2 · bTQb/2− nδ−1/2 ·Hψ(b)
}
= nδ+1/2H¯∗n(Qβ
E
n )− nβEn
′
QβˆE .
In the above equation, H¯∗n is the convex conjugate of the function of H¯n(z) = nδ−1/2 · (bTQb/2 +Hψ(b)).
Hence a MAP estimate minimizes nδ+1/2H¯∗n(QβEn )− nβEn ′QβˆE − log pi(βEn ) which is convex, whenever
pi(·) is a log-concave prior.
Proof of Theorem 4.8. Under the parameterization
√
nβEn = n
δβ¯, denote by˜`n
S(βn) = n
2δ · L˜nS(β¯) = −n(βˆE − βEn )′Q(βˆE − βEn )/2− log P˜Σ(AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E |βEn )
the approximate (log-) selection-adjusted likelihood sequence and the corresponding true likelihood se-
quence by
`nS(βn) = n
2δ · LnS(β¯) = −n(βˆE − βEn )′Q(βˆE − βEn )/2− logPΣ(AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E |βEn ).
Denote the MLE for β¯ as ̂¯β where ̂¯β = n1/2−δβˆES . We will show that
P
(
Rn() ≤ 1
2
inf
s:‖s−̂¯β‖={L˜
n
S(
̂¯β)− L˜nS(s)}∣∣∣AE√nTn + BE√nWn < bE
)
≤ P(n1/2−δ‖βˆES − β˘ES ‖ ≤ |AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E)
where Rn() = sup‖s−̂¯β‖≤ |LnS(s)− L˜nS(s)|. Let pn = ̂¯β + αu for a unit vector u and α > . Then
LnS(
̂¯β + u) = LnS ((1− α) ̂¯β + αpn) ≥ (1− α)LnS(̂¯β) + αLnS(pn).

α
{LnS(̂¯β)− LnS(pn)} ≥ LnS(̂¯β)− LnS(̂¯β + u)
= (LnS(
̂¯β)− L˜nS(̂¯β))− {LnS(̂¯β + u)− L˜nS(̂¯β + u)}+ (L˜nS(̂¯β)− L˜nS(̂¯β + u))
≥ inf
s:‖s−̂¯β‖={L˜
n
S(
̂¯β)− L˜nS(s)} − 2 · sup
‖s−̂¯β‖≤ |L
n
S(s)− L˜nS(s)|
We note that the event Rn() ≤ 12 infs:‖s−̂¯β‖={L˜nS(̂¯β) − L˜nS(s)}, implies LnS(̂¯β) − LnS(pn) > 0 for all
pn =
̂¯β + αu and for any α > , which means that the maximizer of LnS(.) given by ˘¯β ≡ n1/2−δβ˘ES lies
inside a -ball around ̂¯β ≡ n1/2−δβ̂ES , the maximizer of the pseudo selective posterior sequence. Thus, we
have
P(n1/2−δ‖βˆES − β˘ES ‖ > |AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E)
≤ P
(
Rn() ≥ 1
2
inf
s:‖s−̂¯β‖={L˜
n
S(
̂¯β)− L˜nS(s)}∣∣∣AE√nTn + BE√nWn < bE
)
.
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To complete the proof, we note from Lemma 4.4 that
n−2δ(˜`nS(β̂ES )− `nS(βn)) = L˜nS(̂¯β)− L˜nS(s) ≥ λmin2 · ‖s− ̂¯β‖2,
which implies
inf
s:‖s−̂¯β‖={L˜
n
S(βˆ
E
S )− L˜nS(s)} ≥
λmin
2
· 2.
Using the fact that the randomized selective MLE βˆES is stochastically bounded under the selective law
(follows from Theorem 4.3) and uniform convergence of Rn() on compact sets (from Remark 4.7)
P(n1/2−δ‖βˆES − β˜ES ‖ > |AE
√
nTn + BE
√
nWn < b
E)
≤ P
(
Rn() ≥ 1
2
inf
s:‖s−̂¯β‖={L˜
n
S(
̂¯β)− L˜nS(s)}∣∣∣AE√nTn + BE√nWn < bE
)
≤ P
(
Rn() ≥ λmin
4
· 2
∣∣∣ AE√nTn + BE√nWn < bE)→ 0.
Proof of Lemma 4.9. To see a proof, we first note that the optimization in the approximation in (29) can be
equivalently written as
−ρ · n2δ · inf
z¯∈R
{
(z¯ − β¯)2/2 + 1
ρ · n2δψn−δ(z¯)
}
through a variable substitution w = z¯ − z, followed by optimizing over z. Observe that with the equivalent
approximating optimization, L˜nS(βn) equals
√
ny¯nn
δβ¯ − n2δβ¯2/2− ny¯2n/2 + ρn2δ · β¯2/2− n2δ · sup
z¯∈R
z¯ρβ¯ −
{
ρz¯2/2 + n−2δ · ψn−δ(z¯)
}
=
√
ny¯nn
δβ¯ − ny¯2n/2− n2δC˜n
(
β¯
)
,
where C˜n
(
β¯
)
= (1 − ρ) · β¯2/2 + H¯∗n
(
ρβ¯
)
. Observe that C˜n(.) is strongly convex as (1 − ρ) · β¯2/2 is
strongly convex with index (1− ρ) and H¯∗n(ρβ¯) is a convex function in βn. It is straight forward from here
to see that the indices of convexity are bounded below by (1− ρ).
Proof of Lemma 4.10. Denoting ̂¯β = n1/2−δβˆn, the randomized selective MLE βˆn satisfies
√
ny¯n = n
δ∇C˜n(n1/2−δβˆn) = nδ∇C˜n
(
ˆ¯β
)
, that is ˆ¯β = ∇C˜−1n (n1/2−δy¯n).
Thus, we have
n1−2δ(βˆn − βn)2 = (̂¯β − β¯)2 = (∇C˜−1n (n1/2−δy¯n)− β¯)2 = (∇C˜∗n(n1/2−δy¯n)−∇C˜∗n(∇C˜n(β¯)))2.
Lemma 4.9 shows that C˜n(β¯) is strongly convex with indices of convexity mn ≥ M = (1 − ρ) and the
proof is complete by using the fact that the convex conjugate of a strongly convex function with index mn
is Lipschitz smooth with Lipschitz index 1/mn. Hence, we have
n1−2δ(βˆn − βn)2 ≤
1
m2n
(n1/2−δy¯n −∇C˜n(β¯))2 =
1
(1− ρ)2(n
1/2−δy¯n −∇C˜n(β¯))2.
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Proof of Theorem 4.11. For a fixed  > 0, Markov’s inequality and Lemma 4.10 yields
P(n1/2−δ|βˆn − βn| > |
√
n(Y¯n +Wn)/n
δ ∈ K) ≤ E[(
√
nY¯n − nδ∇C˜n(β¯))2|
√
n(Y¯n +Wn)/n
δ ∈ K]
n2δ(1− ρ)22 .
Denoting Cn(β¯) as the true counterpart of the approximate sequence C˜n(β¯), we have
E
[
(
√
nY¯n − nδ∇C˜n(β¯))2
∣∣∣ √n(Y¯n +Wn)/nδ ∈ K]
n2δ(1− ρ)2 · 2
=
E
[
(
√
nY¯n − nδ∇Cn(β¯))2
∣∣∣ √n(Y¯n +Wn)/nδ ∈ K]
n2δ(1− ρ)2 · 2 +
(∇Cn(β¯)−∇C˜n(β¯))2
(1− ρ)2 · 2
=
Var
[√
nY¯n |
√
n(Y¯n +Wn)/n
δ ∈ K]
n2δ(1− ρ)2 · 2 +
(∇Cn(β¯)−∇C˜n(β¯))2
(1− ρ)2 · 2
≤ Var
[√
nY¯n
]
n2δ(1− ρ)2 · 2 +
(∇Cn(β¯)−∇C˜n(β¯))2
(1− ρ)2 · 2
The last step uses the fact that variance of a gaussian random variable reduces when restricted to a convex set
(see Kanter and Proppe (1977) for a proof) and thus, the first term converges to 0 as n→∞. Convergence
of the second term to 0 follows from a combination of corollary 3.4 and the properties of convexity and
differentiability C˜n(β¯).
Proof of Theorem 4.12. The maximizer of (35) is
βˆn = Y¯n − 1√
n(
√
nY¯n)(
√
nY¯n + 1)
.
Denoting Zn = (
√
n|β¯|)√nY¯n and b(z) = log
(
1 +
1
z
)
we have
βˆn − βn = Y¯n − β¯ − n−1/2 1√
nY¯n(
√
nY¯n + 1)
= Y¯n − β¯ + n−1/2∇b(n1/2Y¯n)
=
Zn
n|β¯| − β¯ + n
−1/2∇b
(
Zn
n1/2|β¯|
)
For β¯ < 0, Zn = (n1/2|β¯|)n1/2Y¯ converges in law to an exponential random variable with mean 1. Further
note that,
z∇b(z)→ −K as z ↓ 0
for K = 1. Using these two facts, we have
Zn
n|β¯| = op(1) and
n−1/2∇b
(
Zn
n1/2|β¯|
)
=
( |β¯|
Zn
)
Zn
n1/2|β¯|∇b
(
Zn
n1/2|β¯|
)
=
( |β¯|
Zn
)
Wn
where Wn → −K as n → ∞. Hence, we can approximate the sequence of random variables βˆn − β¯ in
distribution by the random variable
−K|β¯|
Z
− β¯ where Z ∼ Exp(1).
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Letting δ = −β¯ > 0, we conclude the proof by noting that
P
(
|βˆn − βn| > δ
2
∣∣∣√nY¯n > 0) ≈ P(∣∣∣K|β¯|
Z
+ β¯
∣∣∣ > δ
2
∣∣∣√nY¯n > 0)
≥ P
(
−K|β¯|
Z
− β¯ > δ
2
∣∣∣√nY¯n > 0)
= P
(
Z > − K|β¯|
β¯ + δ/2
∣∣∣√nY¯n > 0)
= exp
(
− K|β¯|
β¯ + δ/2
)
= exp(2K) > 0.
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